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THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.

GREAT TASTE IN TRAVEL 
Whenever you’re ready to go, look to a Virtuoso travel advisor for  

inspiration and practical advice on navigating travel’s landscape now. 

For close-to-home escapes or far-flung trips of a lifetime, Virtuoso advisors are your  
resource for the insight you need to plan a safe, successful, and unforgettable vacation.  

Their expertise and access to Virtuoso’s network of the world’s best travel brands,  
perks, and experiences mean your most memorable trips are yet to come.  

Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com. 



for r e se rvat ions, p l e a se c on tac t you r v i rt uo so t r av e l a dv i sor.

D E E R  VA L L E Y   |   H E A L D S B U RG   |   K A PA L U A  B AY   |   L AG U N A  B E AC H 

L O S C A B O S  |   PA L M E T T O  B L U F F  

Now more than ever, the memories they make 

will be the ones you cherish most. 

On Location at Montage Deer Valley



SAPPORO

HOKKAIDO

TOYAMA

TOKYO
KANAZAWA

EXPERIENCE  H  F   H     U H       XQU        K  

Fed by the super-chilled waters of the  ea of Japan, Hokuriku’s  oyama Bay by the 
city of Toyama is a treasure trove of delicious seafood. Freshly caught bluefi n tuna, 

fi refl y squid, velvet shrimp, and a multitude of other delicacies make this a popular 

destination for sushi lovers.  he nearby ancient city of Kanazawa has been making 
their artisan sake from premium rice and water from the pure local snow for hundreds 
of years. Pair Toyama  ay Sushi with this local beverage of choice for an exquisite

dining experience.

Kanazawa is also the birthplace of Kanazawa-Haku, the centuries-old craft of gold leaf. 
 isit local shops run by skilled craftsmen to see how this precious foil is made and used 
in everything from glass to pastries.  nd don’t miss Kanazawa’s Kenrokuen Garden, 
considered one of the three most beautiful gardens in Japan.

INDULGE     H  H         OF      

Known for incredible crab, scallops, and salmon drawn from the 
surrounding cool, clear waters, Japan’s northern island of Hokkaido

is another culinary can’t miss destination.  he region boasts 
Japan’s best uni, or sea urchin—a delicacy with a sweet, mellow 
fl avor. Head to the town of Otaru and enjoy a delectable kaisen-don 
rice bowl topped with seafood harvested from local waters.  ake 
a tour of Japan’s fi rst distillery, Nikka Whiskey, ranked among the 
world’s best, and enjoy a free tasting afterward. 

While Hokkaido is well known for its seafood, beer and whiskey, 
 apporo, the capital of Hokkaido, is famous for its rich miso ramen. 
 his must-try dish is especially delicious during Hokkaido’s snowy 
winters.  apporo ramen is typically topped with sweet corn, butter, 
bean sprouts, sliced grilled pork, and garlic, and sometimes local 
seafood such as scallop, squid, and crab.

WITH SO MUCH TO SEE, TASTE AND EXPERIENCE, HOKK   O     

HOKU  KU W LL P  P  ,  XC           Z  YOU.

Please visit www.japan.travel/en/us to learn more about the culinary adventures and so 
much more that awaits when you visit Hokkaido and Hokuriku. 

PLAY      W      WO    L   

 othing relaxes and rejuvenates like a stay at a luxurious ryokan— traditional Japanese 
inn—complete with an onsen hot spring.  ome of the best onsen in Japan can be found 
in Hokkaido.  he mineral-rich waters of Noboribetsu Onsen rank amongst the best in 
the world. Here high-end local ryokan offer pampering amenities such as open-air baths 
and skillfully prepared Japanese cuisine.  n the ski resort town of Niseko, luxury resorts 
offer private villas, each featuring their very own private onsen. 

From  ovember until  pril, Hokkaido is blanketed in feather-light snow, making it one 
of the best winter-sports destinations in the world.  he entire island is dotted with ski 
resorts, but the true prince of powder is  iseko. Offering four interconnected resorts and 
more than approximately 1,200 skiable acres, powder hounds can make fresh tracks at 
 iseko all afternoon. 

GETTING THERE

 he Hokuriku region is easily 
accessible from  okyo via the 
Hokuriku Shinkansen high-speed 
bullet train. Or you can fl y from 

Haneda  nternational to 
Komatsu  irport.

Hokkaido is a short domestic 
fl ight from Tokyo. Fly from 

Haneda  nternational to  hin 
Chitose  irport in 1.5 hours. 

              

EXPERIENCE THE EXQUISITE FOOD + CULTURE OF        

JAPAN
HOKKAIDO AND HOKURIKU OFFER VISITORS 

UNFORGETTABLE DINING AND MORE.

Japanese know to visit Hokuriku for the freshest sushi. Likewise, Hokkaido is 

famous for the heartiest ramen. Both regions offer visitors exquisite dining, 

nature, culture and activities to make for an extraordinary vacation.

SAPPORO

TOYAMATOYAMA

TOKYOTOKYOTOKYO
KANAZAWA

              



A country of
beautiful traditions.
While Japan has some of the fi nest museums in 
the world, not all of our national treasures are 
in them. Walk down magnifi cent streets past 
futuristic skyscrapers and you’ll still be treated 
to the sight of women in ancient kimonos. 
Japan is a country like no other, with modern 
elegance and ancient tradition—and everything 
in between. Come see it all for yourself.

facebook.com/visitjapan twitter.com/visit_japan instagram.com/visitjapan.us www.japan.travel/en/us
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Experience the Expertise that Sets Us Apart
Join us on a voyage led by an award-winning Expedition Team comprised of real-life explorers, 

adventurers and famed experts. Every cruise we lead is exclusively chartered on luxurious,

 eco-friendly ships with a guest capacity of no more than 199, allowing us to off er all-balcony 

accommodations and all-inclusive amenities available only through A&K.

From Australia to Antarctica and beyond, we take you to the world’s 

most inspiring destinations in unmatched authenticity and style. 

Our 2021–22 Luxury Expedition Cruise Destinations

Antarctica  |  Arctic  |  Iceland, Faroe Islands & Norway  |  Australia  |  Baltic Sea  |  Greece  |  Japan

The Northeast Passage: A 30th Anniversary Celebration Cruise with Geoff rey Kent

®

To learn more, please contact

 your Virtuoso Travel Advisor. 
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Ask your Virtuoso Travel Advisor about special voyages with  

exclusive Virtuoso benefits, such as complimentary Shore Experiences 

and Pre-Paid Gratuities.

®

2019 VIRTUOSO
®

Best Culinary Experience    

Cruise

WINNER

EXQUISITELY CR AF TED CUISINE. CUR ATED TR AVEL EXPERIENCES. SM ALL SHIP LUXURY.

REMEMBER 
THE FUTURE

The corners of the world that make 
your heart sing – and those you have
yet to experience. 

The fine flavors of the world you’ve 
savored onboard and on your explorations
– and those you have yet to taste.

It’s all ahead of you. 

#RememberTheFuture
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Editor’s Note

RECENTLY READ SOMEWHERE 

that with the pandemic forcing so 

many of us to continue working from 

home, cocktail hour has replaced the 

commute as the psychological shift from 

business to personal life. Perhaps that’s 

why my husband has elevated his bartend-

ing game these last few months, upgrading 

our martini glasses (larger, with angled 

edges to minimize sloshing), bar tools, and 

the contents of our liquor cabinet as well. 

Though we haven’t traveled as much as we 

usually do, when I finally step away from  

my desk after a day full of video meetings, 

our happy hours are inspired by places  

we’ve visited, from the purple-hued Empress 

75 Champagne cocktail served at the Fair-

mont Empress in Victoria, British Columbia, 

to the St-Germain-splashed margarita at 

Terranea in Rancho Palos Verdes, California.

In that same spirit, this issue serves up a 

collection of recipes from hotels and cruise 

lines around the globe (“Sense of Plates,” 

page 49) to feed your wanderlust until you 

can travel freely once again. 

One of my favorite things about travel 

is connecting to a place through food and 

drink, be it the history and culture you learn 

about, the people you meet, or just the  

atmosphere you soak up. And in this snap-

shot in time, with social distancing topping 

off so much uncertainty and turmoil, I’m 

craving connection with the world (and yes, 

a little wining and dining too).

Also in these pages, cruise executives 

discuss what’s on the horizon, our sustain-

ability section heralds the travel industry’s 

conscious comeback, advisors weigh in on 

travel insurance myths, and more. 

Please enjoy this issue, and let’s raise a 

glass to a healthy, happy, passport-stamp-

filled future. Cheers!

I

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &  

VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT

esrnka@virtuoso.com

What We’re
Craving

Toasting travels  
past: A safari  
sundowner in  
Kenya (which,  
happily, has re-
opened to visitors).
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THE PERFECT PLACE

TO FEED THE SOUL

Raise a glass to new adventures 

with the help of your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Renowned wine routes, multicourse meals, and pints of 

handcrafted microbrews will make you want to eat and drink 

your way through Central Europe’s thriving gastronomic 

revolution.

CZECH REPUBLIC. This country is hot on the microbrewery 

trend, with 40 to 50 new breweries established each year, boasting 

everything from lagers to stouts. Wine lovers can sample whites 

and reds paired with specialties like schnitzel and fried cheese.

HUNGARY. From fi ne dining and family-friendly eateries to street 

food vendors and no less than 22 wine-growing regions, you’ll 

fi nd something to satisfy every craving. Like lecsó, for instance, a 

Hungarian ratatouille, and Tokaji Aszú, a flavorful dessert wine.

POLAND. Must-try fare includes chłodnik, a chilled red beet soup, 

and faworki, a powdered sugar-dusted pastry. Another Polish 

tradition? High-proof liqueurs and tinctures, especially those 

produced from local ingredients like honey, rye, and potatoes.

SLOVAKIA. Want to really eat like a local? Start with the national 

meal of dumplings made from potato dough and salty sheep curd. 

Then, wash it down with one of the exceptional wines from the 

lowlands and southern slopes of the Carpathians or Tokay.

Savor varietals in the village of Hercegkút, Hungary. 

Polish pound cake will 
satisfy your sweet tooth.

Visit one of the many wine cellars in Slovakia. 

The Czech Republic is the 
birthplace of pilsner.
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CALIFORNIA GOLD: Brightland’s 

heirloom olive oil duo. 

$74, brightland.co.
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YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH US

“I’m holding out hope 

for some sort of snow-

boarding season and 

Whistler Blackcomb’s 

wide-open bowls.”

“A relaxing beach 

getaway is always 

at the top of my list. 

Fiji is my dream des-

tination; Mexico and 

Hawaii are close-to-

home favorites.” 

“Give me a warm fire, 

a hot toddy, and an 

easy hike with a view, 

and I’m packing my 

bags.” – G.M.

“The beach for 

snorkeling, sunbathing, 

and kayaking. Can’t 

wait to feel Fiji’s sand 

between my toes.”

“THE MOUNTAINS 

OR THE BEACH?”



Authentic, deeply rooted flavors, local 

products, products with protected 

designations of origin, creative and 

organic foods... These are the ingredients 

that make up Madrid’s gastronomy. If 

you’d like to try it out, use our tips and 

choose whatever takes your fancy.

You could start by poking around food 

markets like San Miguel, which has 

exclusive offerings such as rice dishes by 

Rodrigo de la Calle (1 Michelin star) and 

delicious ice cream by Jordi Roca (3 

Michelin stars). Located next to the 

historic Plaza Mayor, it’s the perfect base 

from which to carry on exploring the city.

On your itinerary, include everything from 

tapas bars to gourmet restaurants like 

Coque (2 Michelin stars). At all of them, 

you’ll find unique flavors, because Madrid 

is a gastronomic capital par excellence.

Culinary adventures with 360º views are a 

must. Enjoy a bite to eat or a cocktail at 

one of the multiple bars and restaurants in 

Madrid and you’ll get an experience that 

reaches new heights!  And if you want to 

discover a new, iconic gourmet venue, stay 

alert for news on the restaurants in the 

Food Hall at the exclusive Galería 

Canalejas. You’ll be surprised by their 

innovative culinary concepts, created by 

top national and international chefs.

Madrid, authentic flavor
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esmadrid.com

Madrid gastronomy

Galería Canalejas

Madrid's rooftop
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Contributors

Photographer

Benjamin Hardman

Reykjavík  

“Freeze Frames,”  

page 56

THE REPORT: “Ice-

land’s quiet landscape 

throughout 2020 has 

given me a chance to 

experience a different 

side of the country. 

Reindeer returned to 

the coast in huge num-

bers, and heavily tour-

isted areas returned to 

a pristine state – and 

I’ve never seen so 

many birds. It was truly 

interesting to see how 

nature reacted.” 

WHEN TRAVEL  

RESUMES, I CAN’T  

WAIT TO VISIT: “Ant-

arctica. I was actually 

on my way there when 

the world came to a 

standstill, and I had  

to turn back.”

 @benjaminhardman

Illustrator

Kathy Kim 

New York City

“Christmas in Namibia,” 

page 64

THE REPORT: “Heather’s 

essay is a reminder 

that the time we spend 

with our family is 

paramount. Illustrating 

it was a refreshing es-

cape from our current 

global state – it allowed 

me to dream of days 

beyond our new norm 

and took me down 

memory lane, thinking 

about how some of  

my best trips were  

ones with a comedy  

of errors.”

WHEN TRAVEL  

RESUMES, I CAN’T  

WAIT TO VISIT: “Korea. 

Our family had planned 

a big trip last March to 

see relatives that we 

had to cancel. I’m look-

ing forward to booking 

it again!”

 @kathyk_illustration

Writer

Heather Greenwood 

Davis

Toronto

“Christmas in Namibia,” 

page 64

THE REPORT: “This 

safari was my family’s 

first time traveling over 

the holiday season, 

and it helped inform all 

our trips since. Holiday 

traditions at home 

aren’t always transfer-

able, but we’re increas-

ingly open to making 

new traditions and 

bonding over shared 

experiences in places 

around the globe.”

WHEN TRAVEL  

RESUMES, I CAN’T  

WAIT TO VISIT: “The 

Greek islands have 

been on my list for a 

long time. The pan-

demic is a reminder 

that ‘someday’ will  

always evade you if 

you don’t take con-

crete steps to make  

it a reality.” 

 @byheathergd 

Writer

Jeff Koehler

Barcelona

“Down-Home Monaco,” 

page 34

THE REPORT: “While 

Monaco’s roots as a 

fishing village are hard 

to discern today, on a 

recent visit I was happy 

to discover the flavors 

from its humble past  

in a handful of tradi-

tional dishes.”

WHEN TRAVEL  

RESUMES, I CAN’T  

WAIT TO VISIT: “My first 

flight will be back to 

Algeria to complete an 

unfinished trip. I was 

in Oran in mid-March 

when I had to rush 

home, arriving the day 

the state of emergency 

went into effect.”

  @jeff_koehler

Our award winning Wine 

Spectator’s “Best of Award 

of Excellence” list consists 

of over 1,000 selections.

Award
Winning

•  INSIDE THE SONNENALP HOTEL •



*The Retreat Sundeck is available on all Edge® Series ships and all ships that have been revolutionized. ©2020 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

Welcome to The Retreat®, the ultimate in modern luxury 

experiences—only on Celebrity. The Retreat includes every 

stunning suite, complete with personalized butler service. An 

exclusive lounge and sundeck* that rival any high-end resort. 

A private restaurant featuring menus crafted by our Michelin-

starred chefs with signature dishes from chef Daniel Boulud, all 

paired perfectly from the most-awarded wine collection at sea. 

Savor
       THE GOOD LIFE

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
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PERU
Pull up a seat at these Peruvian tables

Picnic outside Cusco



Peru is known as one 

of the world’s best 

culinary destinations. 

So, it’s no surprise 

that foodie-focused 

adventures including 

epicurean tours, 

cooking classes, 

and craft-beer 

tastings are taking 

the country’s travel 

industry by storm.

Connect with your Virtuoso® travel advisor 

and get ready to taste the best of Peru. 

I
f ingredients like 

aguaje, camu camu, or 

cocona, aren’t already 

in your gastronomic 

vocabulary, they will be soon. 

Throughout Lima, Cusco, 

and Arequipa, you’ll get a 

taste of authentic Peruvian 

fl avors mixed with modern 

traditions, and undoubtedly, a 

history lesson or two. 

A COUNTRY SERIOUS 

ABOUT FOOD 

From humble eateries to a 

Michelin-starred restaurant, 

everything in Peru’s capital of 

Lima is centered around food. 

Check out the Mirafl ores 

or San Isidro districts for 

specialties such as ceviche 

and lomo saltado, visit a local 

street market, or tag along 

with one of the area’s top 

chefs on a tasting tour of 

the city. 

MOTHER EARTH WOULD 

BE PROUD 

Paying homage to 

Pachamama, or Mother 

Earth, is a key part of the 

Inca culture, and today, that 

connection to nature remains 

strong as restaurants, cafés, and 

taprooms use the best of the 

Andean ingredients. Venture 

out to the countryside for a 

gourmet picnic, sample craft 

beers in the Sacred Valley, or 

try Pachamanca, the ancient 

art of cooking meat and 

potatoes underground. 

THESE RECIPES’ ROOTS 

RUN DEEP

Eat your way through 

generations of time-honored 

recipes with a gastronomy 

tour in Arequipa. Restaurants 

like Las Nieves, La Lucila, 

and La Benita take you 

to the city’s most iconic 

establishments, treating you to 

dishes from adobo arequipeño 

(a pork stew) to rocoto relleno 

(stuff ed hot peppers). 
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Cooking lessons Stuff ed hot pepper

MATE Café



ICONIC ADDRESSES

ALL OVER THE WORLD
Explore a distinguished portfolio, featuring iconic

properties and brands that set the standard for quality,

luxury and unforgettable experiences around the globe.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to learn more or explore our portfolio.
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PLACES

TRENDS

CULTURE

& STYLEPASSPORT

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Samantha Falewée, Elaine Glusac, and Bethanne Patrick

Suspended on stilts and connected by bridges, the new 12-suite Xigera Safari Lodge from sustainable hotelier Red Carnation, opening in December, 

treads lightly in Botswana’s Okavango Delta. Among the camp’s eco-initiatives: an on-site solar farm that will supply more than 95 percent of Xigera’s 

needs (and eventually power electric game-drive vehicles) and an organic composting program that helps support local community gardens. Commis-

sioned works from more than 80 African artists fill the compound in the western Moremi Game Reserve. For instance, a sculptural bronze lily bridges 

two islands that house suites furnished with nestlike woven daybeds from South African artist Porky Hefer. Guests can set out on game drives or glass- 

bottom-canoe safaris to spot elephants, hippos, and a host of big game, and opt to camp out under the stars in a three-story, electricity-free tree house 

built in the shape of a baobab tree. Suites from $2,550 per person, including all meals and activities and a $100 lodge credit.

Now Streaming

Xigera Safari Lodge in Botswana’s 
Okavango Delta. Waters from 

the Angolan highlands flood the 
4,600-square-mile wetland. 
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Passport

Space tourism pioneer Virgin Galactic has teamed up with Rolls-

Royce (developer of the Concorde’s propulsion system) to help 

bring back supersonic passenger fl ights. Virgin’s Mach 3 engine 

will propel a delta-wing, 9- to 19-passenger aircraft 60,000 feet 

above the ground using sustainable jet fuel.

PLANE TALK

FAST-TRACKED

GOODS TO GO

Before he designed and opened 

Trancoso, Brazil’s 11-room boho-chic 

Uxua Casa Hotel & Spa, Wilbert Das 

worked as Diesel’s creative 

director – fashion roots he applies to 

a new line of eco-friendly, limited-

edition sunglasses made of wood 

reclaimed from historic Rio town-

houses and sustainably sourced, hand-

carved buffalo bone. $360, available at 

the hotel boutique.

Eyes on Brazil

Wear the love of travel on your sleeve 

with Flytographer’s new Airport 

Code collection. The company, which 

links travelers with local professional 

photographers to document their 

trips, has launched a new travel shop 

filled with cityscape puzzles, themed 

masks, and laptop cases, as well as a 

line of crewneck sweatshirts saluting 

airports from AMS to LAX.

Sweatshirts, $45.

Rock the Runway

Frequent traveler and New Orleans-

based documentary filmmaker 

Jennifer John was searching for a way 

to protect herself against malaria, 

dengue fever, the Zika virus, and 

other insect-borne diseases without 

dousing herself in toxic bug spray. Her 

solution: Pang Wangle, a new line 

of sustainable, U.S.-made scarves, 

wraps, and women’s pants with 

nontoxic insect repellent built into 

the lightweight fabrics. Made with 

renewable fibers such as silk, linen, 

and organic cotton, they’re great for 

safari- or tropics-bound travelers.

$34 to $64, pangwangle.com.

Buzzy Idea

Virgin Galactic has designs 
on supersonic flight.



Discover a vast menu of open spaces, elegant restaurants and 

modern tastes in Southern California’s most storied resort escape.

Find your culinary oasis.

visitgreaterps.com

Another perfect table

setting
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Passport

Christian  

Navarro
Sommelier and

wine advisor 

In 1991, Christian Navarro, who 

immigrated from Mexico City as a 

young child, took a floor-sweeping 

job at the preeminent Beverly Hills 

wine store, Wally’s. The 23-year-old 

soon realized he had a gift for iden-

tifying wine aromas. Years of honing 

his palate and helping the likes of 

Robert De Niro, Bill Clinton, Drake, 

and others build their impressive 

cellars and secure hard-to-get 

vintages have earned him the 

nickname “Sommelier to the Stars.” 

High-profile clients currently include 

the Four Seasons Resort Maui at 

Wailea, which tapped Navarro – now 

co-owner and president of Wally’s –  

to build the resort’s wine program 

and launch its Maui Wine & Food 

Classic series.

VINTAGES YOU CAN RECOGNIZE BY 

TASTE ALONE: More than 1,000.

WILDEST WINE REQUEST: One client 

who was shooting a movie in Roma-

nia with his wife needed a reserve 

case of 1975 Château Pétrus within 

48 hours for her birthday. My as-

sistant hopped on the next flight to 

Romania with the wine in tow.

FUN HAWAIIAN FOOD AND WINE 

PAIRING: Spam musubi and a light, 

fruity Beaujolais or a pinot noir.

IF MAUI HAD TERROIR, IT WOULD 

BE: Rugged and pure, with a secret, 

untapped magic. 

AFTER A SWIM OFF WAILEA BEACH, 

YOU’RE HAVING: A crisp, refreshing 

California chardonnay from Kistler 

or The Hilt. 

THE BEST THING ABOUT WORKING 

WITH WINE: It’s a people business at 

its core, and always will be – robots 

can’t make wine. There’s a shared 

passion and bond with people all 

over the world. 

 PERSON OF INTEREST 
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Expo 2020 Dubai, the first world’s fair held in the Middle East, will keep its name but 

now take place October 1, 2021, through March 31, 2022 – a year from its planned run. 

More than 190 countries will create pavilions on a 1,000-acre campus for the event, 

themed “Connecting Minds, Creating the Future,” including Brazil’s re-creation of the 

Amazon Basin and a Stephen Hawking-inspired high-tech world from the UK. Three 

centerpiece pavilions will greet visitors: Mobility, with an open-air track designed by 

Foster + Partners to demonstrate future vehicles; Opportunity, devoted to inspiration 

and public service; and Sustainability, expressed in a green building powered by more 

than 1,000 solar panels. Since London’s Great Exhibition in 1851, World Expos have 

introduced innovations ranging from the X-ray machine to the ice-cream cone and 

landmarks such as the Eiffel Tower and Seattle’s Space Needle. A model of pandemic 

management, Dubai expects to safely welcome more than 25 million visitors during the 

six-month run. expo2020dubai.com.

GETTING THERE: Emirates flies direct to Dubai from seven North American airports, including 

Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, and Toronto. 

 OUT & ABOUT 

 ART & CULTURE 

Roll with It
In recognition of the great road-trip revival, the people at tour 

operator Austin Adventures have brought their expertise in 

western U.S. and Canadian parks and open spaces to custom 

RV itineraries. The outdoor specialist will kit out motor homes 

or four-wheel-drive Mercedes Sprinters and load maps, camp-

ground reservations, and appointments with rafting, canyon- 

eering, and horseback-riding guides onto an app (and provide 

assistance or itinerary adjustments as needed en route). CEO 

Dan Austin admits it isn’t for everyone: “If you like your space 

and privacy, you might consider a suite at the Four Seasons,” he 

says. But if you’re looking for a fun, independent adventure with 

everything you need, he’s a big fan. Austin’s best advice: Consider 

how large a vehicle you’re comfortable driving on back roads. “In 

most cases, I think smaller is better,” he says.

In April, active-travel specialist Backroads will launch 29 new “Dolce Tempo” itineraries in destinations ranging from California to Chianti. 

The cycling and walking trips are designed with a more easygoing pace than its traditional outings – perfect for first-timers or travelers seek-

ing more time to relax or explore on their own. 

MIC CHECK: Nashville’s new 56,000-square-foot National Museum of African American Music chronicles more than 50 genres, knitting American his-

tory – from slavery and Reconstruction through the Great Migration and beyond – to corresponding musical innovations, including gospel, jazz, R&B, and 

hip-hop. nmaam.org.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

RV-ready: Going-to-the-
Sun Road in Montana’s 
Glacier National Park. 

A preview of  
Expo 2020 Dubai’s  

Mobility Pavilion.
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  MOONFLOWER MURDERS BY 

ANTHONY HOROWITZ (Harper- 

Collins, $29) Anthony Horowitz 

enjoys the subplots of England’s 

Golden Age detective novels so 

much that he crafted a modern 

homage to them that examines 

how they work: a novel-within-

a-novel that plays a key role in 

solving a murder at a British 

hotel. Bringing back the fic-

tional Atticus Pund – a detective 

reminiscent of Agatha Christie's 

Hercule Poirot – and retired 

publisher Susan Ryeland from 

his best-selling Magpie Mur-

ders, both of the country-house 

murder stories feature similar 

characters, making this double 

mystery fairly difficult to solve. 

  THE BEST OF ME BY DAVID  

SEDARIS (Little, Brown and  

Company, $30) “Unbuttoned” 

is the only new story in this 

collection – and for some David 

Sedaris devotees, that alone 

may be worth the cover price. 

But anyone who has ever read, 

heard, or seen the humorist 

recounting pieces such as “Me 

Talk Pretty One Day,” “Let It 

Snow,” or “A House Divided” 

can appreciate the guaranteed 

hilarity of his personal favorites 

compiled in one volume. That’s 

not simply because the pieces 

hold up – it’s because they 

show how, despite his devilish 

nature, Sedaris has grown wiser, 

kinder, and more reflective with-

out losing one iota of his acerbic 

humor. As we show 2020 the 

door, this is prime gift-list mate-

rial for anyone who could use a 

good laugh. 

  THE OFFICE OF HISTORICAL 
CORRECTIONS BY DANIELLE EVANS 

(Riverhead, $27) In her 2010 

collection Before You Suffocate 

Your Own Fool Self, Danielle 

Evans electrified readers with 

portraits of young Black people 

in a United States they don’t 

understand. Her new book ex-

plores the idea that this country 

doesn’t understand any Black 

people, at least not yet. With 

mordant humor and precise 

prose, these stories offer 

lessons without pedantry. Ca-

sual sex is conflated with global 

warming in “Happily Ever After,” 

a photojournalist is misidenti-

fied as hotel staff in “Richard of 

York Gave Battle in Vain,” and, 

in the title novella, a character 

named Cassie, who is employed 

by a “new public works project 

for the intellectual class,” finds 

that even earnest bureaucrats 

can’t overcome some people’s 

appetite for falsehoods.

  THE MOTH AND THE MOUNTAIN 

BY ED CAESAR (Avid Reader Press, 

$28) After being injured in  

WWI, heroic British veteran 

Maurice Wilson hatched a 

“crazy, beautiful plan” to fly his 

Gipsy Moth biplane 5,000 miles 

from England to Everest. After 

intentionally crash-landing on 

its lower slopes, he planned 

to become the first to reach 

its summit. Two minor details: 

Wilson didn’t know how to 

climb, and he barely knew how 

to fly. But in 1933 he embarked 

on an 13-month journey that 

would test him in every way, 

yet also allow him to heal from 

severe shell shock and personal 

chaos. This true story details 

the misguided quest of an ec-

centric adventurer whose spirit 

transcended his abilities.

 BOOKS 

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS



 aleries  afayette, located in the heart of  aris nearby the  pera 

 arnier, the 70,000 square-meter flagship store, symbol of the 

 arisian elegance, is the temple of the  rench shopping with 

its 3500 brands, becoming a place to experience.

 o make your day unique, you can enjoy many services as a 
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An Empire of 

FLAVORS

It’s all about “location, location, location,” 

as they say. Austria is situated in the 

center of Europe and surrounded by eight 

neighbors – Germany, Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Italy,  

Switzerland, and Liechtenstein – which has 

shaped the diverse flavors of its cuisine. 

 

Vienna, for centuries the center of 

Habsburg power, drew Bohemian, Austrian,  

Hungarian, Italian, and Balkan flavors into 

the city, where they blended into some 

unusual dishes. Thus, a distinct Viennese 

cuisine was born. 

 

In the west, in Austria’s Alps with their 

many mountain villages, towns, and  

cities – like Salzburg – an Alpine cuisine 

was born based on homestyle cooking, 

small farms and productions, and natural  

resources from the area. This cuisine 

was preserved over centuries in the deep 

valleys of Austria’s Alpine regions, only to 

be shared and influenced by merchants 

crossing the mountain passages from 

neighboring Alpine nations such as Italy, 

Switzerland, and Germany. 

THE VIENNESE CUISINE  
Vienna is the only city in the world to  

have lent its name to a particular style  

of cooking. Wiener Schnitzel, Tafelspitz, 

Sachertorte, and Kaiserschmarren: these 

are just a few of the instantly recognizable 

and world-famous staples of Viennese 

cuisine. Each dish perfectly illustrates  

how different culinary influences come 

together in the city.

 

The capital’s location and the presence 

of exceptionally gifted female cooks from 

all over the empire in affluent Viennese 

households saw the city’s cuisine take  

on a distinctly Eastern European flavor.  

For example, Hungary contributed goulash,  

as well as the strudel, which it in turn had 

picked up from Turkey. Bohemia, now part  

of the Czech Republic, contributed many 

of the city’s pastries and sweet dishes 

such as Palatschinken (the Austrian  

version of pancakes). The jewel in the  

Viennese culinary crown, the Wiener 

Schnitzel, is rumored to have reached the 

Austrian capital from Istanbul via Venice 

and Milan. But only in Vienna did it get  

the distinctions that made it a world- 

renowned delicacy. 

The best place to taste Viennese cuisine 

is in the most simple and unpretentious of 

eateries – the traditional Beisl (pub). Seen 

in restaurant names all over Vienna, the 

term Beisl is thought to be derived from 

the Yiddish word “bajiss” meaning house. 

The Viennese Beisl has experienced a 

renaissance in recent years and has found 

its niche as a down-to-earth place to enjoy 

great local food. 

Try this classic Viennese menu 

at home:

 

Frittatensuppe

Viennese cuisine is famous for its 

clear soups, which are traditionally 

served as a starter. The broth is 

usually made from a tasty beef, 

bone, and vegetable stock that is 

simmered for hours. Various extras 

are then added such as Frittaten 

(finely sliced savory pancakes).

 

Wiener Schnitzel

Even the young Emperor Franz 

Joseph was a keen schnitzel eater 

throughout his life. Almost every-

thing was coated with breadcrumbs 

back then – a preparation method 

that has been perfected in Vienna 

ever since. No pressing allowed! 

The Viennese breadcrumb coating 

gets its typical bubbles only when 

the schnitzel is covered very gently 

with breadcrumbs.

 

Sachertorte

Viennese desserts are the secret 

highlight of every meal and the 

Sachertorte is the undisputed 

star. It owes its name to pastry chef 

Franz Sacher, who allegedly creat-

ed it while being an apprentice at 

the Habsburg royal court. It is best 

served with fresh whipped cream. 

Get the full recipe at vienna.info 

(search Cooking like a Viennese).

Traditional Viennese Beisl



Photo credits: 

Upper left: © WienTourismus/Paul 

Bauer; Bottom right: © Tourismus 

Salzburg/Günter Breitegger; 

Bottom left: © SalzburgerLand 

Tourismus

SALZBURG’S  

GOLDEN SECRET  
The locals of Salzburg and the surrounding  

SalzburgerLand region celebrate food 

and drinks as an integral part of their 

Alpine culture. For many years this Alpine 

area has had the highest concentration 

of award-winning restaurants in Austria. 

Think of famous creations like the Original  

Mozartkugel by Konditorei Fürst (a lip- 

smacking chocolate, nougat, and marzipan  

ball) and Salzburger Nockerl (an oven 

baked fluffy soufflé), specialties that are 

admired by anyone with a passion for food. 

But the Salzburgian lifestyle hails another 

passion: their love for the delicious, golden 

liquid of beer, a staple in Alpine cuisine. 

Beer has been brewed in Salzburg and 

the surrounding region for more than 600 

years, always with an attentive eye to  

quality and purity, and always out of love 

for indulgence. Salzburg is widely recog-

nized as the beer capital of Austria with 

fourteen breweries in the city and nearby. 

From traditional breweries with charming 

beer gardens to innovative microbrew-

eries, all beers here have three things in 

common: the highest-quality ingredients 

from the region, crystal-clear spring water 

originating from local mountains, and 

the careful craftsmanship of experienced 

master brewers.

To make life easier for curious explorers,  

the SalzburgerLand  has created a guide  

of culinary addresses: the Via Culinaria.  

Nine themed trails connect the best 

restaurants that are geared towards “Fish 

Fans, Gourmets, Cheese Connoisseurs, 

Sweet Tooths, Meat Eaters, and of course 

Beer Aficionados.” 

ADVERTISEMENT

www.austria.info

ADVERTISEMENT

Visit some of Via Culinaria’s most popular beer addresses:

Stiegl Brewery, Salzburg 

Established in 1492, this brewery is one of the largest beer museums and 

tasting experiences in Europe. Their beers are brewed only with the purest 

spring water from a well deep below the local Untersberg mountain. Even 

Mozart was a fan of the tasty “barley juice” produced under the Stiegl label. 

Augustiner Bräu Kloster Mülln, Salzburg 

This brewery was founded by the Augustinian monks in 1621. To this day,  

beer is brewed using a traditional recipe and in compliance with the strin-

gent criteria of the beer “Purity Laws.” The tavern is popular for its cozy 

Bräustüberl (dining room) and the inviting beer garden. 

Hofbräuhaus Kaltenhausen, Kalthausen (25 min from Salzburg)

SalzburgerLand’s oldest brewery started in 1475 in Kaltenhausen, where  

the supply of spring water from the Barmstein mountain rocks was ideal for 

the production of beer. Sip classics like the Kellerbier and also some of their 

innovative seasonal creations.

Brauhaus Gusswerk, Hof bei Salzburg (15 min from Salzburg)

Founded in 2007, this innovative brewery offers organic beers produced with 

biodynamic methods according to Demeter standards. In other words, there 

are never any artificial flavors, only locally sourced ingredients that are gently 

crafted to bring out the wonderfully natural tastes. 

Find more tips at salzburg.info/beerculture and www.salzburgerland.com  

(search Via Culinaria).

Stieglkeller Salzburg

Wiener Schnitzel
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Bon Voyage

After a year like no other, three industry insiders share what to expect. 

The Future of Cruising

ARNOLD DONALD
CEO, CARNIVAL CORPORATION

Reconnecting for 
Comprehensive Change

The outpouring of support from 

our guests expressing their love for 

cruising during this time has been 

extremely rewarding and encourag-

ing. That is truly the essence of our 

industry: Cruising brings people to-

gether to discover what they have in 

common and to celebrate, not fear, 

their differences. 

The industry will continue evolv-

ing with the best science at any given

time, but initially it’s likely to see 

ships limiting the number of guests; 

doing temperature checks and test-

ing; and managing capacity for public 

venues, entertainment, and specially 

organized shore excursions. It’s also 

likely there will be location-specifi c 

protocols that follow guidelines for 

shore activities. 

When cruising resumes: I’ll be on 

one of our fi rst ships that’s open 

for U.S. citizens – wherever it’s going. 

I want to experience fi rsthand what 

it’s like for our guests and personally 

thank our crew and staff for their 

ongoing dedication.

GARY FRANKLIN
VICE PRESIDENT, BELMOND TRAINS & CRUISES

Private Charters for Travel Pods

We used this current pause to launch our Exclusive Places collection, which, in France, 

comprises a six-night, all-inclusive charter on a Belmond Afl oat river vessel for social-

distancing voyagers. There are no set itineraries; instead, we recommend ideas for a tailor-made 

trip, customized to travelers’ interests. Each Belmond Afl oat vessel in France accommodates 

between 4 and 12 passengers – ideal for private groups – and sails with a chef and a guide for 

activities such as winetasting and touring twelfth-century châteaus. The barge becomes your 

exclusive home with dedicated staff for the entire trip, which has never been more relevant or 

appealing to guests. As part of the collection, we’ve also added a new wellness-focused sailing 

in Burgundy that includes cycling tours, yoga sessions, and a hike with a local wildlife photographer.

I’ll never get tired of: Cruising Burgundy for its spectacular wines, beautiful villages, and rich 

history – but the Champagne region is next on my list.  

LISA LUTOFF-PERLO
PRESIDENT AND CEO, CELEBRITY CRUISES

A New Wave of High-Tech Sailing

Travelers will certainly see an increased focus on health and safety as cruising resumes, but 

it’s important to note that we’ve always had a strong focus on both. In the past months, we’ve formed 

the Healthy Sail Panel – comprising leaders in public health, hospitality, and maritime operations – to 

strengthen our current operations and create new protocols. We’re also working on digital innova-

tions to offer more touchless experiences, such as our eMuster program: It replaces our decades-old 

group-safety procedure with a digital overview done almost entirely on your phone or stateroom TV. 

Every day I look for the silver linings in the Covid-19 cloud – and there are many. My team and I have 

used this “time-out” as an opportunity to elevate the luxury experience on board, plan new itineraries 

and destination activities, and develop some other surprises we aren’t ready to reveal yet. I believe 

the comeback is always stronger than the setback and look forward to sailing again. 

I can’t wait to sail to: The Greek Isles. My husband and I had our 30th-wedding-anniversary trip 

booked for October of this year on Celebrity Edge – but we will cruise to Greece next fall.

2021 ON THE HORIZON Travelers who feel comfortable booking sailings in the coming year can reap signifi cant perks, including extra-fl exible policies 

and unprecedented credit offerings, our cruise experts say. Pent-up demand may cause popular itineraries and staterooms to sell out fast. 
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Suite Talk

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS 

After a four-year closure for 

renovations and post-hurricane 

rebuilds, Virgin Gorda’s 80-

room Rosewood Little Dix 

Bay barely got three months 

in with its new improvements 

before closing again due to the 

pandemic. The resort reopens 

in December with Tree House 

Suites, complete with wrap-

around decks and outdoor 

rain showers, tucked into the 

canopy. Tree House Suites from 

$2,105, including breakfast 

daily and a $100 dining credit.

JAMAICA 

Two new villas, including the  

six-bedroom Seagrape, will 

join the 74-villa Tryall Club this 

winter at the 2,200-acre gated 

community just west of Montego 

Bay. A new Beach Club with an 

infinity pool, grill, and restaurant 

will serve as the resort’s ocean-

front hub. One-bedroom villas 

from $360, including round-trip 

airport transfers for four guests 

or one round of golf for two. 

MEXICO 

By Thanksgiving, Hotel Esencia 

on the Riviera Maya will expand 

to 50 rooms, adding five duplex 

Rooftop Wellness Suites decked 

out with steam showers and fit-

ness studios with Peloton bikes 

and virtual, on-demand personal 

training via video screens em-

bedded in the mirrors. Rooftop 

Wellness Suites from $975, in-

cluding breakfast daily, a $100 

spa credit, and a bottle of wine. 

SAINT BART’S 

Closed for two years of recon-

struction after Hurricane Irma 

and reopened for a few months 

prior to the pandemic, the 37-

room Eden Rock – St Barths 

has returned with a new spa 

carved out of the property’s 

iconic rock that juts into the sea. 

Doubles from $1,560, includ-

ing breakfast daily and an Eden 

Rock beach bag and flip-flops.

Caribbean Comeback

Clockwise from top left: 
Esencia’s Jungle Suite, 
the rebuilt Eden Rock 
and its restaurant, a Tree 
House Suite at Rosewood 
Little Dix Bay, and Tryall 
Club’s Beach Club pool.
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Seat at the Bar

Clockwise from below: 
Chrismont Winery, Dal 
Zotto’s Pick Your Own 
Prosecco harvest and 
vintages, Sam Miranda 

winery’s antipasto 
platter and owner, and 

Pizzini prosecco.

HE SCENT OF SIMMERING RAGÙ WAFTED THROUGH THE 

screen door to the back porch where I sat with Otto Dal Zotto. He 

popped a chilled bottle of prosecco, and after the requisite “Sa-

lute!” we gazed over rows of grapevines to distant gold and green 

hills – a scene reminiscent of northern Italy’s Veneto region. 

“My wife, Elena, and I bought this place in 1986 because it reminded me 

of my home, Valdobbiadene,” Dal Zotto said, as if reading my mind. “And 

because it has the ideal Mediterranean climate for growing prosecco.” Two 

T

La Dolce Vita 

Down Under
Australia’s Prosecco Road 

sparkles with Italian tradition.

BY KIMBERLEY LOVATO 
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kangaroos chomping on grape clusters made 

it clear I was nowhere near Italy, but rather, in 

Australia’s King Valley, a scenic wine region 

three hours northeast of Melbourne. 

Inspired by his Italian roots, Dal Zotto 

sourced hard-to-find cuttings and planted 

Australia’s first prosecco vines in 1999, thus 

becoming the country’s prosecco pioneer. 

His eldest son is now the winemaker at Dal 

Zotto Wines and produces numerous types 

of prosecco, among other varietals. 

“When I was growing up, there was al-

ways a bottle of prosecco on the table, every 

table,” Dal Zotto said. “Planting prosecco 

in King Valley was important to me and my 

family legacy.” 

Italian pride swirls up and down the 

27-mile-long valley, where around two 

dozen family-owned vineyards have pro-

duced wine for three generations. With a 

reputation for generous hospitality and 

high-quality sangiovese, barbera, and neb-

biolo, the region has earned its cred. But 

it’s the light and effervescent sparkler (and 

day-drinking favorite) that inspired other 

King Valley vineyards to jump on the bub-

bles bandwagon. 

In 2011, five vintners collaborated to cre-

ate the King Valley Prosecco Road, a food-

and-wine trail that invites visitors to bask in 

King Valley and the prosecco lifestyle with 

tastings at cellar doors (as tasting rooms are 

known here), pasta-making classes, Italian 

food, and terraces designed for sipping in 

the sunshine. When travel resumes, here’s  

where to go.

The Pioneer

DAL ZOTTO WINES

If you’ve come to King Valley for prosecco, 

then you must raise a glass to Otto Dal 

Zotto, who planted his first vines (char-

donnay, merlot, and cabernet) in the late 

1980s. There’s a good chance you’ll meet 

a Dal Zotto family member working at the 

trattoria or in the tasting room, where you 

can sip six types of bubbles. Otto’s recom-

mendation: “The one you share with family 

and friends is the best one.” The winery also 

rents e-bikes for two-wheel explorations of 

nearby cellar doors and cafés, and, on a se-

lect day during the harvest, the Dal Zottos 

offer visitors the opportunity to pick grapes 
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as head winemaker in 2002, made the deci-

sion to plant prosecco vines. His collection 

of four Pizzini proseccos includes Il Soffio, 

a dry, citrusy bubbly introduced last year. 

“Our Italian heritage gave us the oppor-

tunity to do something different in King  

Valley,” Alfredo says. “There’s a strong 

sense of family tradition passed down into 

each of our wines.” 175 King Valley Road, 

Whitfield; pizzini.com.au.

Scene Stealer

CHRISMONT

Jo and Arnie Pizzini (Alfredo Pizzini’s 

cousin) welcome visitors to their airy tast-

ing room and ultramodern restaurant, 

which has racked up a few “best food” nods 

from regional and national magazines. Try 

dishes such as house-made ravioli stuffed 

with local goat cheese, and beef carpaccio 

drizzled in fresh fig dressing, or head to the 

180-degree-view terrace made for prosecco 

sipping – a refreshing reward for Melburni-

ans who make the drive. “Like our peaceful 

corner of Victoria, our prosecco is simple, 

celebratory, and well worth the journey,” 

says Arnie. 251 Upper King River Road, Ches-

hunt; chrismont.com.au.

with the family at an event called Pick Your 

Own Prosecco. 4861 Main Road, Whitfield; 

dalzotto.com.au.

Fun in the Sun

SAM MIRANDA WINES

Sam Miranda’s sunny terrace packs a care-

free party vibe with every pop of its award-

winning NV prosecco and prosato (rosé  

prosecco). Kids and dogs can romp freely 

in the nearby meadow, making it easy to 

succumb to the winery’s prosecco style: “I 

make it the way I like it,” Miranda says. “Not 

too serious, and fun to drink.” Don’t miss his 

whimsical prosecco cocktails, made with 

fresh fruit and local cordials, and topped 

with “fairy floss” (cotton candy). 1019 Snow 

Road, Oxley; sammiranda.com.au.

A Taste of Italy

PIZZINI WINES

After planting their Italian varietals in 1986 

(and adding prosecco vines in 2010), Alfredo 

and Katrina Pizzini now oversee a legacy 

that keeps their four children knee-deep in 

the family business. Katrina teaches pasta-

making at the on-site cooking school, A 

Tavola!, while their son Joel, who took over 

Seat at the Bar

Brown Brothers’ 
sparkling display.
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Brunch with the Gang

BROWN BROTHERS

More than 130 years of winemaking stretch 

behind one of Australia’s oldest vineyards, 

where Katherine Brown – the founder’s 

great-granddaughter and the family’s first 

female winemaker – hopes a new generation 

comes to know her family history through 

prosecco. “Wine can be intimidating,” she 

says. “The Prosecco Road is a great way to 

introduce people to the region and invite 

them to learn more about our wines.” Girl-

friend getaways don’t get much better than 

the reservation-only Prosecco Brunch for 2 

to 12 guests, served on the winery’s private 

and relaxed patio. 239 Milawa-Bobinawar-

rah Road, Milawa; brownbrothers.com.au.

Swain Destinations’ 

seven-day privately 

guided trip through 

Victoria’s winelands 

can be tailored to in-

terests or expanded 

to explore more of 

Australia. Travelers 

start with a bike 

tour of Melbourne, 

then spend two 

days in King Valley 

sampling wine at 

Pizzini, Dal Zotto, 

Sam Miranda, and 

other vintners. The 

trip wraps up with 

a day of tasting in 

Yarra Valley, fol-

lowed by one more 

on the Mornington 

Peninsula before 

returning to Mel-

bourne. Departures: 

Any day through 

September 30, 2021; 

from $5,600.

Virtuoso on-site con-

nection Southern 

World Australia 

works with travel 

advisors on custom 

itineraries through-

out Australia. 

One example: a 

three-day, privately 

chauffeured tour 

through Yarra and 

King valleys that’s a 

great city escape for 

Melburnians or part 

of a larger trip for 

international visitors. 

Along with stops at 

the wineries in this 

story, the jaunt in-

cludes top Yarra Val-

ley cellar doors such 

as Medhurst Winery 

and TarraWarra 

Estate. Departures: 

Any day  through 

March 31, 2021; from 

$3,900.  

Two ways to take in King Valley

 and other Victoria highlights.

ROYAL ROAD TRIPS

THERE’S NOTHING QUITE LIKE IT

OPENING DECEMBER 2020

What's on your Wanderlist?
Dreaming about future travel is even more fun when you invite  

family and friends to join you. When you’re ready,  
your Virtuoso advisor will make your dreams a reality. 

Go to virtuoso.com/wanderlist to get started.
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On the Table

HOUGH IT’S ONLY 

about half the size 

of Manhattan’s Cen-

tral Park, Monaco – 

the Riviera byword for beauty, 

glamour, and extravagance –  

is exceptionally global. The 

world’s second-smallest coun-

try (and second most densely 

populated) counts 38,000 resi-

dents in its enclave: 9,000 na-

tive Monégasque citizens and 

the remainder from 139 differ-

ent nations. Dining here reflects 

this cosmopolitan character, 

with global cuisine, seafood 

towers, and fine-dining estab-

lishments from chefs such as 

Alain Ducasse and the late Joël 

Robuchon that have earned it 

among the most Michelin stars 

per square foot of any place in 

the world.

But traditional Monégasque 

cuisine is a refreshingly simple 

and soulful riff on Niçoise and 

Ligurian staples. (Nice lies a 

dozen miles to the west, and 

even via the winding coastal 

T

Down- 

Home  

Monaco 
Skip the celebrity chefs 

for a taste of the princi-

pality’s native cuisine.

BY JEFF KOEHLER 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLARA TUMA

Barbajuan – Monaco’s 
national dish.



NOV      |                 

road, the Italian border is less than ten miles 

to the east). Or rather, it’s a humbler version 

of those cuisines: “Dry, poor, and with strong 

flavors,” is how a local once described it to me. 

Until the mid-1800s, Monaco was an 

isolated and unprosperous fishing village. 

Locals ate what they could grow on the sun-

baked hills that rise sharply from the sea: 

lemons and bitter oranges, olives, chard, 

fennel, garlic, tomatoes, and onions. From 

the sea they netted anchovies and sardines 

and traded for salt cod with Spanish or Por-

tuguese ships that called at the port. 

 The opening of the Casino de Monte-

Carlo and the railway to Nice in the 1860s 

changed Monaco’s fortunes, and the tradi-

tional Monégasque diet feels distant from 

the food most associate with the principal-

ity today. Still, the national dish isn’t caviar, 

but a deep-fried, half-moon-shaped puff 

pastry a bit like a small empanada stuffed 

with Swiss chard and ricotta. Make reser-

vations for high-profile tables when travel 

resumes, but don’t miss these traditional 

Monégasque dishes, still loved by locals as a 

way to taste the flavors that rise from these 

once barren hills. 

Barbajuan (“Uncle John” in the Moné-

gasque language) is a crisp fritter filled with 

Swiss chard and ricotta, and sometimes 

with leeks, rice, and grated Parmesan. 

TRY IT AT: Brasserie de Monaco, in the port 

facing the sea – order a plate of them with 

one of the brasserie’s beers, brewed on-site. 

Route de la Piscine; brasseriedemonaco.com.

Monaco’s version of pissaladière, a savory, 

pizzalike tart from Liguria, comes two 

ways – rouge with tomatoes or blanche with 

onions. Generally served as appetizers, 

they’re both garnished with black olives 

and anchovies. 

TRY IT AT: The small, one-Michelin-starred 

La Montgolfière, hidden away atop the 

Rock of Monaco in Old Town. 16 rue Basse; 

lamontgolfiere.mc.

Estocafic (“stock fish”) is a delicious salt-cod 

stew with plenty of tomatoes and onions. 

TRY IT AT: Castelroc, across from the palace. 

Opened in 1953, it serves what many locals 

deem the principality’s finest Monégasque 

classics. place du Palais; castelrocmonaco.com. 

Clockwise from left: 
Savory pissaladière, 
Marché de la Conda-

mine, Castelroc’s esto-

cafic, and mega-yacht 
magnet Port Hercules.
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principality’s many traditional boulangeries 

selling the sweet treat. 6 rue Grimaldi.

One of the world’s most famous desserts, 

crêpes suzette are flambéed tableside with 

sugar, butter, lemon and orange juices, and 

Grand Marnier. According to local legend, 

the dish was born at Monte-Carlo’s Café 

de Paris, prepared for the visiting Prince 

of Wales (the future King Edward VII) and 

named for a woman in his party. 

TRY IT AT: Café de Paris, of course, whose 

highly sought terrace tables face the famous 

casino. place du Casino; montecarlosbm.com.

name from the heavy drizzle of olive oil that 

crowns it. 

TRY IT AT: A Roca, which makes a superb 

version. Access the restaurant by passing 

through the produce stalls along the out-

side of Marché de la Condamine and then 

heading inside the market. 15 avenue Place 

d’Armes; aroca.mc.

Fougasse bread is flavored with orange-

blossom water and decorated with aniseed, 

hazelnuts, and almonds. 

TRY IT AT: L’Épi d’Or, whose fougasses are 

some of the most highly regarded among the 

Sold by street vendors from giant round 

pans, pancake-thin socca is made from 

chickpea f lour, water, and olive oil, and 

served with salt and pepper to sprinkle on 

top. (It’s also a favorite street food in Nice.) 

TRY IT AT: Chez Roger, a simple and always 

popular stand in Marché de la Condamine. 

15 avenue Place d’Armes.

Round buns filled with tomatoes, onions, 

black olives, hard-boiled eggs, and unsalted 

anchovies or tuna, pan bagnat (“wet 

bread”) evolved as a snack for fishermen 

and morning market workers. It takes its 

On the Table

Clockwise from left: Crêpes 
suzette and espresso at  
Café de Paris, bakery L’Épi 
d’Or’s fougasse with coffee, 
and A Roca’s pan bagnat. 

TIP
“Make reservations at Le  

Cabanon, a rustic-chic 

outdoor restaurant that’s an 

easy walk from the city on the 

Cap-d’Ail peninsula. The menu 

is simple but delicious, and 

it’s surrounded by mulberry 

trees, whose fruit they use 

in summer cocktails. There’s 

also a pétanque court and 

playground for kids.”

– Eva Klejmova, Virtuoso 
travel agency owner, Monaco



Opened in 1886, the Hôtel 

Métropole Monte-Carlo 

offers 125 rooms in the 

heart of Carré d’Or, Mo-

naco’s most glamorous 

district. Guest enjoy a Karl 

Lagerfeld-designed pool, 

a House of Givenchy spa, 

and four restaurants with 

a total of three Michelin 

stars. Doubles from $485, 

including a room upgrade 

at time of booking, early 

check-in, breakfast daily,  

a $100 dining credit, and 

late checkout.

Place du Casino’s historic 

208-room Hôtel de Paris 

Monte-Carlo is home to 

Alain Ducasse’s flagship 

restaurant, Le Louis XV –  

the first hotel-based 

restaurant to be awarded 

three Michelin stars. After 

three decades, they remain. 

Don’t miss the property’s 

Le Bar Américain for a  

pre-dinner drink. Doubles 

from $925, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 

dining credit.

Located away from Monaco’s 

hustle and open season-

ally from March through 

September, the 40-room 

Monte-Carlo Beach sits 

on its own bay with an 

Olympic-size, heated- 

seawater pool; seaside 

tents; a floating deck for 

sunning; and all-organic cui-

sine at one-Michelin-starred 

Elsa. Doubles from $735,  

including breakfast daily 

and a $100 dining credit.

The belle epoque Hôtel 

Hermitage Monte-Carlo’s 

278 rooms provide pan-

oramic views over the prin-

cipality. Brunch beneath 

the Winter Garden lobby’s 

massive steel-and-stained-

glass cupola, designed by 

Gustave Eiffel, is a city rite. 

Doubles from $525, includ-

ing breakfast daily and a 

$100 dining credit.  

Our four favorite hotels in Monaco.

HIGH ROLLERS

Pl  e           
v ew          
g   e       

Pl  e           
v ew          
g   e       g   e       
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In My Bag

My Travel Essentials
Lake Austin Spa Resort co-owner Mike McAdams takes his best 

sneakers for city escapes.  PORTRAIT BY KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

D
ALLAS-BASED MIKE 

McAdams came to the spa 

business in the late 1990s as 

an “overachieving and over-

worked” (his words) commercial real 

estate executive in search of a healthier, 

more fulfi lling life. He and his business 

partner, Billy Rucks, bought the slightly 

threadbare Lake Austin and transformed 

it into one of the world’s most sought-

after destination spas. McAdams, who 

grew up in a Louisiana town of 800, loves 

exploring big European cities on foot – 

especially London (home of his favorite 

hotel, Claridge’s), Stockholm, and Paris. 

He once spent a month traveling through 

southern Africa, and, when the time 

is right, he’s planning a trip to Ananda 

in the Himalayas. This year he’s been 

road-tripping, to Austin and to his home 

in Santa Fe, with his life partner and their 

rescue dogs, Bunny and Woofi e. 

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT:

1. My Tumi backpack

holds everything I need 

to make it a night.   

2. I run cold, so I 

always take two or 

three jackets: a pack-

able Uniqlo wind-

breaker, a Zegna puffer 

vest for layering, and a 

medium-weight Zegna 

all-weather coat. 

3. I’m a sneaker 

afi cionado, from Nike to 

Louis Vuitton. APL and 

Tod’s are also kind to 

my soles when I’m put-

ting in the miles.    

4. Our spa director 

gave me some ANDA 

Hybrid Cleanser to 

try as part of our new 

facials, and now I’m 

hooked. It’s organic and 

vegan, and the consis-

tency is like silk. 

5. My Lake Austin Spa 

Resort-branded mask. 

6. Loose-leaf herbal 

tea from The Teahouse 

in Santa Fe. I’m tea ob-

sessed, and they carry 

the best.  

7. An Orvis dog seat 

cover for road trips with 

my two beloved dogs. 

8. A casual Armani or 

Barena blazer to dress 

up a pair of jeans. 

9. News! I subscribe 

to the Washington Post, 

New York Times, and 

Dallas Morning News 

in print, but when I’m 

traveling, I read them on 

my iPad.  

10. When I’m on a 

road trip, I listen to Doc-

tor Radio on Sirius for 

cutting-edge informa-

tion on health and well-

ness, and updates on 

public health.  

4.

3.

2.

3.

2.

4.

D 



Wake      

the philippines
Boracay, Philippines

Kevin Evorawww.philippines.travel #WakeUpInPH  #tpbgovphtpb.gov.ph

You can dream of stunning fine white sand beaches and crystal 
clear waters but nothing can compare with the real thing.

As we’re preparing for safer travels, plan your next dream 
vacation in our tropical country and #WakeUpInPH soon!



Experience the fl avors found only in Charleston, South Carolina.

Book your delicious getaway at EXPLORECHARLESTON.COM

We’re ready when you’re ready.
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A thoughtful refresh at 
Laucala Island in Fiji.

GREATER GOOD
Travel’s conscious comeback, a monarch butterfly mission to Mexico, and more.

Sustainable

Travel Report
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S U S T A I N A BL E  T R AV E L  R E P OR T

A CONSCIOUS 

COMEBACK
Let’s make sure travel’s return is good  

for the planet and good for people.  

B Y  M A R I K A  C A I N

HE PANDEMIC HAS THROWN 

the travel industry’s impor-

tance to local economies into 

sharp relief. And the crisis 

presents an opportunity to reframe the 

conversation around sustainable travel. 

This was the consensus at Virtuoso 

Travel Week 2020, the luxury travel in-

dustry’s largest networking event. 

Rather than the usual thousands-strong 

gathering in Las Vegas, this year’s event 

was thousands-strong virtually, with 

participants networking and joining 

presentations via video across time 

zones. One such offering: Under One 

Sky, a sustainable-travel conversation 

hosted by Virtuoso vice chair and sus-

tainability strategist Jessica Hall Upchurch. Here, some traveler-relevant takeaways.

UNDERTOURISM IS THE NEW OVERTOURISM. In previous years, ensuring that crowds of travelers 

didn’t love destinations to death was a hot topic. This year the conversation turned to the dearth of tour-

ism, or as Virtuoso chair and CEO Matthew D. Upchurch put it: “An economic and conservation disaster.” 

The global pause in travel has had wrenching effects on communities that rely on tourism – and that goes 

far beyond hotels. Penny Rafferty, head of sustainability for Tourism Australia, pointed out that across 

19 Australian lodges, the tourism board identified 1,600 other businesses that were integral to the experi-

ence, from gin distillers to fabric makers and local guides. One positive is the commitment of many travel 

providers to supporting local communities during the slowdown, from hotels donating food to locals in 

need and housing first responders to tour operators bolstering their conservation efforts. 

Travelers wanted: 
South Australia.

T
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“Sustainability has  
moved from the margin  

to the mainstream.”

Uncrowded Italy:  
A Tuscan view.

IT’S TIME TO REASSESS. “We’re going through a critical reset now,” 

said author, speaker, and entrepreneur Joel Makower. This crisis offers a 

chance to reexamine values and practices. Jessica Hall Upchurch pointed 

to the retirement of aging aircraft and ships that don’t adhere to the high-

est environmental standards. For travelers, this moment is an opportu-

nity to take a step back and reassess, to seek out travel companies whose 

actions align with their priorities.

PROFIT AND PURPOSE CAN COEXIST. Joss Kent, executive chairman of tour company andBeyond, 

said there’s been a perception that “you can’t have red-blooded capitalism conjoined with purpose.” He 

stressed, “I want to refute that entirely. If you think you have to trade profit for purpose, think again.”  

AndBeyond is a case study in this concept, having consistently performed well financially while also invest-

ing in ventures ranging from land and wildlife conservation to building schools for communities in need.  

Joel Makower concurred that this is playing out across other sectors too: “Wall Street finally figured 

out that sustainability is a proxy for good growth, management, and innovation. Sustainability has moved 

from the margin to the mainstream.” And travelers are driving this trend by demanding accountability 

and seeking out companies that put purpose at the forefront of their missions.

TRAVELERS CAN EASILY TAKE ACTION. Virtuoso travel advisor Dayana Brooke, who founded her com-

pany based on supporting sustainable travel, reminded attendees that travelers can start small – with ac-

tions such as packing reusable items or swapping a short flight for a drive. “It’s about doing what you can 

when you can,” she said. Travelers can turn to their advisors to find experiences and companies that allow 

them to deepen a commitment to traveling sustainably. 
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S U S T A I N A BL E  T R AV E L  R E P OR T

WHAT’S GOOD
The latest in supporting local economies, celebrating cultures, and protecting the environment.
R E P O R T E D  B Y  J O E L  C E N TA N O 

 Hotels 

BY DESIGN 

Fiji’s Laucala Island reopens this November following a seven-month refresh. The 

25-villa private-island resort wove sustainability and style into the refurbishment, 

reviving much of its traditional decor, including all of its magimagi work. Woven from 

coconut husks and restored by artisans from neighboring isles, the decorative sennits 

connect beams beneath the resort’s thatched roofs, meshing with other ecologically 

sourced building materials such as pandanus-leaf mats that cover ceilings and walls.

Respect for architectural traditions helps ensure that ancient techniques are at the 

forefront of Fijian sustainability, says Lu Nijdam, who co-manages the resort with her 

husband, Michael. But a sustainable aesthetic is just part of Laucala’s mission. Cultur-

al education and connection are also critical, she adds. To this end, staff – 99 percent of 

whom come from local communities – lead guests through Laucala’s vanilla planta-

tion, guide them in kava ceremonies, and teach them how to make candles, wellness 

products, and totes from island materials. There’s an intangible takeaway too: “Fijians 

are naturally warm, sharing people, and that shines through in all interactions with 

guests,” says Nijdam. “Many long-lasting friendships have been formed here between 

vastly different people from opposing cultures.” Villas from $5,600, including all meals 

and beverages, two 60-minute massages per adult, and activities ranging from snorkeling to 

sunset cruising. 

CLEAN 

CONSCIENCES

Hotels and cruise lines are turning to a 

sustainable Danish sanitizing technology 

to give travelers squeaky-clean surround-

ings – and peace of mind. The process, 

called Premium Purity, uses a two-step 

sanitizing procedure that employs a 

saline-based solution to kill microbes –  

including viruses – and a second formula 

that renders surfaces sanitized for sev-

eral months and possibly up to a year. 

Among the early adopters: Big Sur’s Post 

Ranch Inn, river cruise line Uniworld, 

Red Carnation Hotels, and Lindblad 

Expeditions cruises.   

A Post Ranch Inn Butterfly 
Room and (left) Laucala’s 

magimagi, woven from 
coconut husks.
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One for the Ages

 Cruising 

 News 

 Insight 

“The opportunity to be in nature and feel small – whether hiking in a forest, Zodiac cruising in a fjord while looking at a 

tidewater glacier, or snorkeling at a coral reef – is so important to bring us back down to earth, so to speak, and remind us 

that we’re part of a larger system where our actions have impacts on things bigger than ourselves.” 

– Maya Santangelo, 2016 Australasian Rolex Scholar, PADI instructor, and undersea specialist with Lindblad Expeditions 

Even medieval Europe’s mightiest fortress has required its share of makeovers. But following 

a series of facelifts that started in the nineteenth century – and set the standard for many 

restoration practices – Malbork, Poland’s thirteenth-century Castle of the Teutonic Order 

now stands as “a historic monument to conservation itself,” according to UNESCO. In 2021, 

travelers can check out the Gothic exemplar on one of Seabourn’s newest UNESCO-themed 

shore excursions. Partnering with UNESCO since 2014, the line aims to promote sustainable 

tourism at hundreds of World Heritage sites, from Cambodia’s Angkor Wat to Australia’s 

Great Barrier Reef. 

“These tours offer a special cultural experience,” says Cate Caruso, a Vancouver, 

Washington-based Virtuoso advisor who visited Nova Scotia’s Grand-Pré National Historic 

Site with Seabourn. “Anyone who cherishes travel’s ability to deepen our appreciation of 

the world will have their journeys enriched by these sites.” Tour Malbork Castle, along with 

Gdansk’s Saint Mary’s Basilica, on a daylong excursion during a 14-day northern Europe voy-

age from Rotterdam to London aboard the 458-passenger Seabourn Quest. Departure: May 

24, 2021. From $7,299; excursion from $199. 

470+ 

tour options 

70+ 

countries visited

$1.5 million+ 

contributed to cultural 

preservation 

SEABOURN’S 

UNESCO PROGR AM 

BY THE NUMBERS:

The weekly Leave Our World a Better Place podcast from andBeyond features the 

safari company’s champions for conservation. “With so many wildlife areas around 

the world facing increased pressure,” host Kasia Sliwa says, “we feel it’s more 

important than ever for us to share their knowledge.” 

In recent episodes, Simon Naylor, conservation manager at South Africa’s Phinda 

Private Game Reserve, reveals how andBeyond transformed degraded farmland 

into a vast refuge for Africa’s famed “big five,” and ecological monitor Charli de Vos 

speaks on her passion for saving endangered pangolins. “I’d like my children to see a 

pangolin one day – something so elusive, so rare,” she says. “There’s no other mam-

mal like it.” Find it on Spotify, Apple Podcasts, and Google Podcasts. 

Phinda ecological 
monitor Charli de 
Vos with a pangolin.

Now Hear This

Quiet Time

Sounding off on late-night noise, Budapest recently enacted a new “quiet code” 

in the center of its seventh district, known for its post-midnight party scene and 

surfeit of outdoor seating at restaurants and ruin pubs. The move follows similar 

measures to make life more tolerable for residents and low-key visitors in Hunga-

ry’s capital, including stricter vacation-rental regulations and calls for large cruise 

ships on the Danube to dock outside the city center. For additional peace – and 

quieter imbibing – Zsuzsanna Sarmon with the Hungarian Tourism Agency recom-

mends visitors venture a bit beyond the city limits, beginning with the Etyek-Buda 

wine region, home to boutique operations making lauded sparkling wines. 
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S U S T A I N A BL E  T R AV E L  R E P OR T

The annual monarch butterfly migration in Mexico’s central highlands is one 

of nature’s most beautiful events – and travelers’ journeys to behold this spec-

tacle could be the key to saving the species. As populations decline across North 

America, sustainable tourism serves as “the most powerful tool in conserving the 

migration event and the butterflies’ overwintering habitats,” says Court Whelan, 

director of sustainability for Natural Habitat Adventures and author of The 

Monarch Migration: A Journey through the Monarch Butterf ly’s Winter Home. In 2021, 

Nat Hab, in partnership with the World Wildlife Fund, will host a series of tours 

to monarch sites. We recently spoke with Whelan to get his take on the program’s 

power to lift up travelers, butterflies, and local communities.

Seeing so many butterflies at once is like a monarch snow globe. It’s breath-

taking. It’s visual and audible: The monarch biosphere reserves are the only place 

I’ve ever heard butterflies – they sound like rustling leaves as they take flight by 

the millions. 

Butterfly tourism is important because families have steadily encroached onto 

monarch habitat out of necessity, having to create new farmland for additional food 

and income. Without ecotourism, I fear these forests would be lost, and with them, 

the migration. 

Local communities benefit because monarch ecotourism provides significant 

income to thousands of families – the entire community can gain financially and 

put more food on their tables than they can through subsistence agriculture. For-

tunately, ecotourism in the reserves is managed entirely by these locals: They serve 

as guides, benefit from park entrance fees, and work at and own businesses such as 

hotels and restaurants.

Expect this experience to make you an ardent monarch supporter, as well as a 

storyteller of one of the greatest migrations on earth. 

Departures: Multiple dates, January 10 through March 1, 2021; from $4,195.

HOPE TAKES WING

On Tour

Gift Guide

WOMAN-MADE
Extend your giving this holiday season 

with these buys that support female artisans 

from around the globe. 

Awamaki           r          

   v r     r m    P ruv    v                      

m rk       . H   m          r      r m         

   y                      cotton masks      

   ur   y  y          r  r . 

$12, awamaki.org.

I      W    B  k, Darzah   rk      r   rv  

P           tatreez  m r    ry,       ur   -     r  

        r m m    r       u    r        m          

         ,        r   ,   m         ,         , 

    u          leather tote. 

From $229, darzah.org.

Bu                                              fl     

  r u      r  r                 m    m    r-

m         m  , Gahaya Links m              rk 

   5,000   m      52      r   v        r        

          m    -        j    ry,         ,     woven 

baskets. gahayalinks.com.  

Bu                                              fl     



YOUR 
DREAMS

ARE JUST AROUND 
THE BEND

YOUR 
DREAMS

ARE JUST AROUND 
THE BEND

Have you made your “Plan See?” 
                                        ?                 ?              

                      ? P    p              f           D                  

f                                                               p      f 
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CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR REGARDING SPECIAL OFFERS.
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SENSE

OF

PLATES
While many of us are on the waitlist for dining and drinking around the 

world, right now we can bring the global dinner party home. Grab a cocktail 
shaker and a chef’s knife and dig into four courses of recipes from some of 

our favorite destinations – conveniently tweaked for home kitchens. For all 
recipes, go to virtuoso.com.

BY JUSTIN PAUL
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COCKTAILS

Corpse Reviver No. 2, The Savoy - London

In the 1920s, bartender Harry Craddock created the Corpse 

Reviver No. 2 as a hangover cure at The Savoy’s American 

Bar – currently England’s longest-surviving cocktail bar. “I 

love how versatile it is,” says head bartender Elon Soddu of 

the bracing but balanced drink. “It’s perfect for gin lovers 

and those looking for something more refreshing – the gin is 

present, but not dominant.” Soddu prefers Bombay Sapphire 

or No. 3 gin, but any dry London-style gin will do, and Pernod 

makes a good substitute for the absinthe in a pinch. 

2 dashes absinthe

1½ oz. dry gin

1 oz. Cointreau

1 oz. Cocchi Americano

1 oz. freshly squeezed lemon juice

Maraschino cherry, for garnish

Rinse a chilled martini glass or coupe with absinthe. Shake 

the remaining ingredients in an ice-filled shaker, strain into 

the glass, and garnish with the cherry. 

Doubles from $740, including breakfast daily and a $100 

dining credit.

Chinese-born Ngiam Tong Boon cre-

ated the Singapore Sling in the early 

1900s as a way for women to discreetly 

consume alcohol at the hotel’s Long 

Bar – the community gathering place in 

colonial Singapore – says hotel general 

manager Christian Westbeld. “Don’t 

cut corners on giving this cocktail a vig-

orous shake,” he advises. “Use lots of ice 

and shake it for about 12 seconds before 

serving.” Due to the Sling’s popularity 

(and to take pity on bartenders’ arms), 

the bar introduced a hand-cranked, 

18-Sling shaker when the hotel re-

opened last year after a two-year res-

toration. Doubles from $1,135, including 

breakfast daily, a $100 hotel credit, and a 

Singapore Sling on arrival.

Mint Julep
The Willard InterContinental 

Washington, D.C. 

Singapore Sling
Raffles Singapore

It’s not all about the Run for the 

Roses: Kentucky statesman Henry 

Clay shipped a barrel of bourbon to 

Washington, D.C. – for diplomatic 

use, naturally – and introduced lo-

cals to the mint julep at the hotel’s 

Round Robin Bar. The slushie for 

grown-ups went on to become the 

hotel’s signature drink – The Willard 

now serves more than 10,000 a year.  

Doubles from $199, including breakfast 

daily and a $100 dining credit.
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APPETIZERS

Salmon Crudo, 

Belmond Casa de Sierra Nevada - 

San Miguel de Allende, Mexico

Executive chef Jetzabel Rojas Barragán uses salmon for this elegant riff 

on classic ceviche (she also loves it with sushi-grade tuna). Her best tips: 

“I always put a bowl of ice underneath the bowl of fish to keep it firm,” she 

says. And while you can prep everything up to three hours in advance and 

keep it cold in the fridge, don’t let the fish marinate more than 15 minutes 

before serving. “Both salmon and tuna will acquire an unpleasant rub-

bery texture if marinated too long,” Barragán says. 

Serves 2 

For the salmon:

6 oz. sushi-grade skinless salmon, cut into ½-inch cubes

1 oz. sake

1 tsp. soy sauce

½ lemon, juiced

1 tsp. finely diced red onion 

1 tsp. chopped fresh mint 

1 tsp. chopped fresh cilantro 

1 tsp. chopped fresh dill

For the avocado mousse:

1 ripe avocado, peeled and pitted

1 clove roasted garlic 

1 tsp. freshly squeezed lime juice

Salt and freshly ground pepper

Mint, cilantro, and dill leaves for garnish

To make the salmon, in a small bowl, marinate the fish with the sake, soy 

sauce, and lemon juice. Stir in the onion and herbs.  

To make the avocado mousse, in a food processor or blender, blend the 

avocado with the garlic, lime juice, and salt and pepper to taste until 

silky smooth. Spoon the salmon onto serving plates and top with fresh 

herbs and a tablespoon of avocado mousse on the plate.

D ub    f    $295    c u     b    f        y       $100     c      

It’s always gazpacho season 

in Palm Springs. La Quinta 

chef Sergio Garza’s recipe 

packs bright flavors and will 

help you keep cool in the sun. 

D ub    f    $290    c u -

    b    f        y       $100 

       c      

Tomato Gazpacho 
La Quinta Resort & Club – 

Palm Springs

Virtuoso’s on-site connection 

in Kenya serves this dip with 

antipasto and sunset cocktails 

on the Oloololo escarpment 

above its Bateleur Camp in 

the Maasai Mara  D ub    f    

$845               c u         

                               

                       

Maasai Mara 

Red Pepper Dip 
andBeyond Kenya

                               

                       

FOR ALL  RECIPES, GO TO VIRTUOSO.COM.
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Truffle Fries, The Little Nell - Aspen

Skiers often cut sunny afternoons a few runs short to score seats on Ajax Tavern’s slope-

side patio – the après-ski spot for Aspen mountain (it’s part of The Little Nell hotel). Their 

go-to snack: these fries. Orders for them outnumber the non-truffle version 60 to 5 on the 

average day. They’re a bit of a gateway food. “I eat them every other week with our Wagyu 

double cheeseburger and sometimes a Coca-Cola – the only time I drink soda,” says culi-

nary director Matt Zubrod. 

Serves 4

4 Idaho potatoes

Canola oil, for frying

¼ cup grated grana Padano 

1½ Tbsp. white truffle oil

1½ Tbsp. chopped fresh parsley

Truffle salt

Scrub the potatoes and cut them, skin on, into ½-inch by ½-inch batons. Soak the batons 

in cold water for 30 minutes, drain, and pat dry. While they soak, fill a large pot or Dutch 

oven with roughly 3 inches of oil and heat it on the stovetop to 275 degrees. Blanch the 

fries until nearly cooked, 3 to 5 minutes, then remove them from the oil and drain on pa-

per towels. Raise the oil temperature to 350 degrees and fry the blanched batons to your 

desired crispness, another 3 to 5 minutes. Toss them with the grana Padano, truffle oil, 

and parsley, and season to taste with truffle salt.

TIP The tavern uses canola oil to accommodate customers with nut allergies, but Zubrod prefers 

peanut oil and recommends frying in small batches for a more consistent temperature.

Doubles from $659, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

We can’t live on a steady diet of 

truffle fries. Offset indulgences 

with this healthy salad from the 

wellness-retreat pioneer. “Cher-

ries are high in antioxidant com-

pounds such as anthocyanin, 

which possesses anticancer, and 

anti-inflammatory compounds,” 

says the resort’s executive chef 

Dan Hardy. “And they’re a natural 

source of melatonin, which helps 

regulate the sleep-wake cycle.” As 

for fennel, Hardy says that, along 

with bringing a great low-calorie 

crunch to the salad, its energy-

boosting potassium aids diges-

tion. Doubles from $660, including 

all meals, daily activities, and a  $160 

resort credit.

Fennel and Sour-

Cherry Salad 
Canyon Ranch Lenox – 

Massachusettes

Brown soda bread has been a 

fixture on Irish tables since 

the 1849 potato famine. “In 

the 1960s, restaurants started 

to play around with different 

flours and add Guinness and 

molasses to their recipes,” says 

head chef Peter Clifford. If you 

plan to serve this bread warm, 

he recommends letting it cool 

completely first, then reheating 

it. Doubles from $335, including 

all meals and a $160 resort credit.

Guinness Bread
The Westbury – Dublin

SALADS & SIDES
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Loup de Mer, Silversea

Silversea’s Silver Moon introduces the cruise line’s new S.A.L.T. (Sea and Land Taste) culi-

nary program of cooking workshops and demonstrations, tastings, and menus focused on 

the region the ship is cruising. One example from its spring Mediterranean season:  loup de 

mer (“wolf of the sea”). “This sea bass is caught throughout the Mediterranean,” says Silver-

sea culinary director Philippe Pinon. “But it’s especially popular on the Côte d’Azur, where, 

historically, fishermen would surf-cast for it and barbecue it on the beach stuffed with wild 

fennel and herbs.” Branzino and snapper are great substitutes.

Serves 4

For the tomato stew:

1 Tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil

3 lbs. Yukon Gold potatoes, cut into 1-inch cubes 

12 oz. roughly chopped heirloom tomatoes

1 Tbsp. diced yellow onion

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh thyme leaves 

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh marjoram

For the fish:

1 whole 3-lb. loup de mer, scaled and cleaned 

2 Tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil

1 Tbsp. coarse salt

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh thyme leaves

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh rosemary

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh parsley

1 Tbsp. chopped fresh sage

1 Tbsp. freshly squeezed lemon juice

Parsley sprigs and lemon wedges, for garnish

Preheat the oven to 360 degrees. 

To make the stew, heat the oil in a Dutch oven or heavy saucepan over medium heat. Add 

the potatoes, tomatoes, and onion, and sauté until the potatoes are cooked through, 

about 20 minutes. Stir in the herbs, and set the stew aside to cool. 

To make the fish, brush the loup de mer with the oil inside and out. Sprinkle the salt all 

over the fish, then sprinkle on the herbs and lemon juice. Stuff the fish with up to half of 

the stew. Place the fish on a rimmed sheet pan and bake for 20 minutes. Serve it whole 

with the remaining stew spooned over the top and garnished with the parsley sprigs and 

lemon wedges.

“Pizza success lies in the art 

of stretching the dough,” says 

pizzaiolo Francesco Careddu, 

who has made pies at the Tus-

can estate for the past seven 

years. “First, manipulate the 

dough using your fingertips to 

press it out from the center.” 

Temperature is key: “If the 

dough is too cold, it will shrink 

back to its original form; if it’s 

too warm, it will stick to the 

surface,” he says. Doubles from 

$685, including breakfast daily 

and one lunch for two.

Margherita Pizza
Borgo Santo Pietro – Tuscany

“I picked up this red curry and green 

bean stir-fry recipe at the Mandarin Ori-

ental, Bangkok cooking school ages ago, 

and all these years later it still slides into 

my dinner rotation at least once a month,” 

says managing editor Marika Cain (she 

usually subs chicken for the pork). “It still 

reminds me of Thailand, but it’s taken 

on another layer of meaning since it has 

also achieved comfort-food status in 

my family.” Doubles from $575, including 

breakfast daily and one lunch for two.

Pad Prik King 
Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok

F                                    

ENTReES

F                                    
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Tarte Tatin, The Ritz Paris

Guests at the hotel’s cooking school, Ritz Escoffier, can take classes on everything from brasserie 

staples to pastries and classic desserts, such as this caramelized French take on apple pie. 
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Doubles from $1,210, including a room upgrade at time of booking, breakfast daily, and private 

round-trip airport transfers.

“Limoncello is quintessentially 

Italian – a liquid version of la 

dolce vita that conjures up im-

ages of seaside villages or lunch 

in a Tuscan vineyard,” says 

executive chef Kathryn Kelly. 

She prefers making hers with 

Meyer lemons, and says to take 

your time peeling them to avoid 

getting any pith with the rind. 

Ten-Day Limoncello
 O       C      

“A great cheese board is a mo-

ment of pleasure to be carried 

away by the different flavors,” 

says chef Julián Galende, who 

oversees the hotel’s cheese cave. 

“It’s essential to select cheeses 

with different textures and 

types of milk – perhaps a salty 

and spicy cow’s-milk Parmesan, 

a buttery soft Morbier, and a 

creamy fresh goat Camembert,” 

he says. Doubles from $500, in-

cluding a room upgrade at time 

of booking, breakfast daily, and a 

wine-and-cheese tasting.

Cheese Course 

P       D     –

P  k H     B      A    

SHAKE UP HOME HAPPY HOURS  Alia Akkam’s new Behind the Bar: 50 Cocktail Recipes from the World’s Most Iconic 

Hotels (Hardie Grant, $20) celebrates the transformation of hotel lobbies into social hubs for thirsty, well-heeled travelers. Each 

illustrated recipe includes adaptations for basic crafting – all the better to impress friends with the Copacabana Palace’s Carioca 

Ice Tea, a St. Moritzino from Badrutt’s Palace, or Park Hyatt Tokyo’s Lost in Translation on your next Zoom happy hour.  

                                                                                                    

FOR ALL RECIPES, GO TO 

VIRTUOSO.COM.

DESSERTS



REDEFINE YOUR 

BUCKET LIST

At Windstar, we constantly push the limits of upscale, small ship travel, scanning the globe for fresh destinations (including the ones you 

didn’t know existed) and showing them to you in ways no one else can. This curated collection features limited sailings that are singular 

for the sheer number of UNESCO World Heritage Sites visited, variety of landscapes explored, and menu of regional delicacies tasted. 

These are unforgettable voyages for all those who feel they’ve “been there and done that,” to take you to some of your favorite places 

while discovering new hidden harbors along the way that’ll make you rethink your bucket list. 

To book, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

SELECT SAILINGS BY WINDSTAR

Ermoupoli, Greece on Ancient Wonders of Greece & Ephesus

ALASKA

ALASKA GLACIERS & PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND 

ALASKAN SPLENDORS 

ITALY

CLASSIC ITALY & DALMATIAN COAST  

YACHTSMAN’S HARBORS OF THE RIVIERAS 

NORTHERN EUROPE

AROUND ICELAND

SOUTH PACIFIC

DREAMS OF TAHITI

GREECE

ANCIENT WONDERS OF GREECE & EPHESUS 

GREECE, ISRAEL & EGYPT: FOOTSTEPS 

OF FAITH IN THE HOLY LANDS 

GREECE VIA THE CORINTH CANAL & TURKEY: 

THE MARVELS OF ANCIENT RIVALS 

TREASURES OF THE GREEK ISLES  
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STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY 

BENJAMIN HARDMAN

One photographer’s beautiful 

fascination with the Arctic.

Chill factor: A bird’s-eye view of glacial 
river streams in the Icelandic high-

lands and (opposite) an arctic fox, the 
country’s only native mammal. 
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the first place I saw a glacier and the glow of 

the aurora. These experiences had a profound 

impact on me, completely reshaping my life 

and career. It didn’t take long for me to realize 

the north was where I belonged. I packed up 

and moved my life to Iceland from Australia. 

It’s been a huge mission, but also the most 

rewarding decision I’ve ever made. 

These images cover the high Arctic – Green-

land and Svalbard – and Iceland, places far 

from the world many of us know. What strikes 

me every time I head north is the silence. In 

such remote areas, the only sounds you hear 

are howling Greenland dogs and the occa-

sional thunderous echo of cracking ice. Seeing 

a polar bear in the wild is one of the most 

memorable moments of my career. Watching 

the bears roaming through their home on the 

ice is a reminder of how important the sea ice 

is, for wildlife and the future of our planet.

The changing climate definitely plays a role 

in my work. I hear stories from local people 

who have witnessed immense change since 

their childhood: glaciers disappearing, tem-

peratures fluctuating like never before, and ice 

passages breaking up midwinter. It’s impor-

tant to share these stories in any way I can. 

Photographing in the Arctic is usually a 

battle of the mind and against technology. In 

winter, batteries will run flat in a matter of 

minutes, and your hands will freeze if you dare 

to change a lens. It’s a game of persistence and 

strategy. On one of my first trips to Greenland, 

all of my batteries died within the first 20 

minutes aboard a boat headed to see the ice 

up close. Once the tech was back in the bag, 

I had no choice but to sit and look at the ice. I 

was truly in a trance staring at the tremendous 

icebergs in the Ilulissat Icefjord. I’m grateful 

my camera stopped working that day.

Travelers who want to experience raw earth 

and powerful weather, and to feel at the mercy 

of nature, should visit the Arctic. Hiking under 

the midnight sun in Iceland, for example, your 

body clock is thrown off, and you’re forced to 

create a new cycle. Eat when you’re hungry, 

sleep when you’re tired; you just have to go with 

the flow and enjoy the endless light.

Life in the north can be quirky, and most 

locals are just trying to stay grounded amid the 

chaotic weather. Nature has shaped the culture 

of these northern towns, and a few days expe-

riencing an Arctic community will surely give 

you a new perspective to take home. What sur-

prised me most, especially in Reykjavík, is how 

cozy a city that suffers such brutal weather can 

be. The Icelanders are warm and welcoming, 

there’s always a coffee on the table, and the 

city has everything you need to get through 

the winter months. It feels surprisingly like my 

hometown of Perth – minus the heat, beaches, 

and snakes, of course.

Iceland was the first place 

I saw falling snow, 
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CRUISE Ponant’s 15-day 

inaugural sailing aboard Le 

Commandant-Charcot visits 

sites scouted by French ex-

plorer Jean-Baptiste Charcot. 

Departing from Le Havre, 

France, the 270-passenger 

hybrid-electric polar-class ship 

stops in the remote Greenland 

village of Ittoqqortoormiit, the 

Svalbard outpost of Jan Mayen, 

and more before its final call in 

Reykjavík. Departure: May 31, 

2021; from $18,150. 

Quark Expeditions’ 199-pas-

senger Ultramarine sails for 

Spitsbergen, the Svalbard 

archipelago’s largest island, on 

a mission to photograph polar 

bears. The 14-day, itinerary-

free trip departs from Oslo 

to Longyearbyen and goes 

where the bears are. Baked-in 

flexibility and 20 Zodiacs make 

the most of the inner fjords and 

their abundant wildlife. Depar-

tures: May 26, 2021, and June 

10, 2022; from $10,345.

TOUR G Adventures’ seven-

day winter tour of Iceland 

showcases the country at its 

snowiest, with glacier hikes, 

northern-lights chasing, soaks 

in secret hot springs, and a visit 

to Thingvellir National Park, 

where the North American and 

Eurasian tectonic plates meet. 

Wrap up the trip with time in 

Reykjavík to explore its cozy 

cafés and take a dip in the Blue 

Lagoon. Departures: Multiple 

dates, October through April, 

through 2022; from $2,249.

During an eight-day indepen-

dent trip to Greenland with 

50 Degrees North, travelers 

explore the country’s third-

largest settlement, Ilulissat, be-

fore traveling by boat through 

Disko Bay to the Eqi glacier. 

Two nights at a hut camp there 

give front-row views of chunks 

calving from the 200-foot-high 

glacier. Departures: Any day, 

June 15 through August 31, 

2021; from $4,680, including 

round-trip flights from Reykja-

vík to Greenland, accommo-

dations, some activities, and 

breakfast daily.  

Midnight sun or all-day night – how to see the Arctic. 

Land of Ice and Snow

TIP
“Travelers considering a 

winter trip to the high Arctic: 

Keep your equipment warm. 

Batteries function best if you 

keep them in your innermost 

layer whenever you’re not  

using them. Pack an extra 

insulating layer, as gener-

ally you’ll be sticking around 

longer to wait for the beautiful 

Arctic light, so you’re defi-

nitely going to feel the cold.”

 – Benjamin Hardman
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Spacious rooms include terraces 

with stunning views. Visit the 

spa for a unique sensory journey. 

Sample inventive creations in four 

restaurants, and signature cocktails 

in two bars. Stay three nights and 

receive a complimentary fourth night 

when you book between now and 

September 30, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: One 

50-minute massage for up to two 

people per stay. 

Escape to a magnificent oasis 

offering lush gardens and an 

18-hole golf course designed 

by renowned American 

architect Cabell B. Robinson.
Dine among artistically curated 

venues. Savor exclusive spa 

treatments and the services of a 

personal concierge. Stay two nights 

and enjoy a complimentary third 

night from now until December 23, 

2020. Or stay three nights and enjoy 

a complimentary fourth night from 

January 2 to June 30, 2021.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

food and beverage credit per stay.

In the heart of Thailand’s 

capital, this opulent retreat 

blends Thai charm with 

luxurious comfort.

Enjoy spacious accommodations, 

and indulge in wellness treatments 

such as soothing hot-stone 

massages. Sample regional fare 

and personalized dining options 

in the contemporary Brasserie du 

Royal. Try a pre-dinner aperitif in 

the Lounge Bar, or an after-dinner 

cocktail in the Cigar Lounge. 

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

hotel credit per stay.

This Bürgenstock Selection 

hotel overlooks majestic  

Lake Geneva in the heart  

of Switzerland.

MARRAKECH, MOROCCO

Fairmont  
Royal Palm Marrakech

BANGKOK, THAILAND

Waldorf Astoria Bangkok

LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND

Royal Savoy Hotel & Spa
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CHRISTMAS

IN NAMIBIA
BREAKING WITH TRADITION  

FOR AN ELEPHANT-SIZE GAMBLE. 

BY HEATHER GREENWOOD DAVIS 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY KATHY KIM

HERE ARE THINGS THAT I COULD HAVE ANTICIPATED 

bringing me joy in Namibia: friendly people, a night sky with 

more stars than I’d ever seen in my life, the look on my son’s 

face as he spotted hieroglyphics on a stone-hill hike. My 

guide picking up a giant ball of elephant dung with his bare hands, 

breaking it in half, and holding it up to me like it was Simba from The 

Lion King wasn’t one of them. But there we were.  

A few years ago, my husband and I decided to skip our traditional 

big-family Christmas at home. We were already on a yearlong trip 

with our sons, then 6 and 8, that defied most conventions, so why not 

step away from the materialistic aspects of holiday routines while we 

were at it? 

Choosing Namibia was a no-brainer. The tiny, family-friendly coun-

try with easy-to-drive roadways was a low-key way to introduce the 

kids to the continent. It was a good plan until it wasn’t. On Christmas 

Eve the homesickness set in. There was no need to set out cookies for 

Santa, no snowy landscape outside our window, no giddy prepara-

tions for the morning ahead. On a call home to family, we could hear 

everyone gathering without us. And then we got the news that the 

elephants were gone. 

Long before we arrived in the Flintstones-esque location of Twyfel-

fontein, a World Heritage site in the northwest, Namibia’s wildlife stole 

my heart. December is the cusp of the rainy season, which should’ve 

meant that animals were scarce, but we’d been lucky. Lions in Etosha 

National Park. Giraffes and zebras on the edge of the Namib Desert. 

Antelope seemingly everywhere. But the elephants eluded us.

T

Fi  t       
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We counted at least nine. And they were 

stunning. Even the kids were quiet. We sat 

and watched from a distance as the majes-

tic beasts wandered, and I was struck by 

how much like humans they are. Mothers 

out with their young walked protectively 

around them. They sized us up from afar 

and, when they were satisfied we’d keep 

our distance, let the little ones wander off 

to play. It was a joy to watch them. Trunks 

met trunks, tails brushed past mouths. Ba-

bies rolled in the dirt. Leaves were pulled 

down to help the little ones get a nibble 

before the adults stretched for the best 

bites up top. 

My family huddled together too. In the 

safari jeep, we grinned at each other and 

muffled our giggles with our hands. And 

although not one of us said a word, I could 

tell the kids were thinking the same thing  

I was: best Christmas ever.  

and all was forgotten: “They were here! The 

elephants were here!”

Hours later, though, we were still looking. 

The children had given up and were instead 

playing a game they’d created with their fin-

gers and the small toy cars we let them carry 

from home. It was an annoying game with 

high-pitched voices, but it kept them from 

asking, “Is that an elephant?” every time we 

passed a tree or uttering the dreaded “I’m 

bored.” I was losing hope too, until …

“I told you!” At first, I didn’t see what 

our guide was talking about and confess to 

thinking that perhaps he’d sniffed a little 

more than that dung. But then the trees 

grew legs, and the elephants were there. 

First one, then another, then a baby. My eyes 

adjusted, and long trunks slowly distin-

guished themselves from thick legs, tusks 

appeared alongside tree leaves, eyes met 

mine. I caught my breath. 

African desert elephants can weigh up to 

six tons and stand up to ten feet tall. You’d 

think they’d be hard to miss. You would 

be wrong. Elephants move quietly along 

the savanna, shying away from the open 

plains and tending to stay in herds along the 

periphery. I knew this because elephants are 

my favorite animal and we’d been looking 

every day since we arrived. We hadn’t seen 

so much as a trunk. 

“They usually come down to the watering 

holes, but when it rains in the mountains, 

they don’t need to,” our stargazing guide 

explained Christmas Eve night as I grilled 

him for information. And when the rain falls, 

he explained, they’re the first to stop coming 

down to wander on the plains. They stick 

to the puddles closer to home, far from the 

tourists who’d traveled across the world for 

a few moments of elephant time. 

It wasn’t raining on Christmas morning. 

In fact, it felt a lot like any other day. The 

“Merry Christmas” greetings from staff and 

the festive lights strung up around the dining 

room helped raise our spirits – the promise 

of a new day of exploring helped too. The 

earth was red and scorched, and a pass-

ing car could kick up enough dust to ruin a 

white T-shirt, but apparently it had rained in 

the mountains. We knew this because the 

elephants were gone. But at breakfast, our 

guide found me with a bit of news. “People 

haven’t been seeing many, but someone 

spotted a herd yesterday,” he told me. Then, 

perhaps because my excitement scared 

him, he immediately backtracked: “They’ve 

likely moved on.” 

We headed out with renewed enthusiasm. 

This was our last shot. After Twyfelfontein 

we would make our way back to Windhoek 

and out to the airport; unless a wayward 

elephant found us en route, we were sunk. 

That’s when a large ball of luck appeared. 

And it’s how we ended up watching our 

guide sniff elephant poop like it was a 

delicate rose and hold it up like he’d found 

gold. He was so happy with himself in that 

moment that he didn’t explain – and seemed 

to mistake our horror for support. “It’s still 

fresh!” he exclaimed, while my husband 

and I exchanged looks that shared a silent 

prayer we were making our own sandwiches 

that day. Then he said the magic words, 

WE WERE ALREADY ON A TRIP  

THAT DEFIED MOST CONVENTIONS,  

SO WHY NOT STEP AWAY FROM  

THE MATERIALISTIC ASPECTS 

OF THE HOLIDAYS WHILE  

WE WERE AT IT?
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Need to Know

HOW

TO

TRAVEL

BETTER
THE TRAVEL TIPS, 

INSIGHT, AND ESSENTIALS 

YOU NEED NOW.

●  ELEPHANTS IN 

ABUNDANCE  Populations 

of zebras, wildebeests, and 

elephants in Kenya’s 

Amboseli National Park 

continue to grow, slowly but 

steadily. Helping the cause – 

and adding incentive for 

travelers planning safaris 

in 2021 and beyond – is 

a recent elephant baby 

boom. The Amboseli Trust 

for Elephants has reported 

more than 180 births in 2020, 

including two sets of twins, 

bringing the pachyderm 

population to 1,800 in the 

protected ecosystem.  

●  BREEZING THROUGH 

MIAMI  Recent upgrades at 

Miami International Air-

port allow travelers to pass 

through general security 

checks without removing 

electronic devices from carry-

ons. Seven new CT scanners 

create 3D images of what’s 

in flyers’ bags, including 

laptops, iPads, and other gad-

gets. What hasn’t changed: 

The belt and shoes still come 

off. (Thank goodness for 

TSA PreCheck.) 

●  SLOVENIA’S TABLE 

Slovenia has been named 

Europe’s official Region of 

Gastronomy for 2021. The 

country was selected for its 

recent strides in haute cuisine 

that also preserves traditional 

culinary practices, such as 

beekeeping, fermentation, and 

winemaking. At the helm of lo-

cal food culture, chef Ana Ros 

of award-winning Hisa Franko 

secured Slovenia’s first two Mi-

chelin stars in June of this year. 

She and other leading chefs 

dig deep into regional fare 

that draws from the Balkan 

country’s diverse topography, 

ranging from Mediterranean 

coastline to European Alps.  

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

In great taste: 
Slovenia’s Lake Bled.

Embossed motifs, letterpressed 

personalization, rich fall colors, and 

envelopes hand-lined with gold tissue 

make Bell’Invito’s What a Cluster 

stationery an appealing addition to 

food-focused travelers’ writing desks 

or travel kits. $72 for a boxed 

set of 12, bellinvito.com. 

75

WE’RE OBSESSED WITH

Percentage of 

Americans with tentative 

or confirmed vacation 

plans in 2021.
Source: Destination Analysts
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“A lot of people think travel insurance will cover any event, but the only 

way to ensure full coverage is by purchasing a cancel for any reason 

(CFAR) upgrade. This means an increased premium, but it may well be 

worth it. For families traveling with children, look for a policy that covers 

kids for free (one child free for every paying adult). That can really cut 

down on cost.”  – Jim Osborne, Fort Worth, Texas

“Some people assume trip-insurance companies take forever to pay 

claims when something goes awry. Actually, if clients make sure to 

complete their claim and provide correct information, the payout typi-

cally happens in ten days. During the pandemic, processing has been 

taking longer, up to four weeks.”  

       – Nancy Cutter, Charlotte, North Carolina 

“Travelers aren’t always aware that road-trip-specific options are 

available. Travelex Insurance has a new product for domestic road trips 

called Travel America, which offers some great family-travel benefits – 

and even includes some insurance for pets – for a flat $60 rate.” 

               – Laura Heidt, Birmingham, Alabama 

“Two common myths are that travel insurance is a scam and never pays 

out, and that it’s only for older travelers. Not true! In the last 20 years, 

I can count the number of denied claims I’ve seen on one hand. And

young travelers should protect their investment: They sometimes 

have to cancel due to severe weather or for work reasons. Pro tip: The 

right plan should include coverage for preexisting conditions, supplier 

default, and transportation to the best possible hospital, along with can-

cellation for work reasons.”  – Damian McCabe, McLean, Virginia

ASK THE ADVISORS
WHAT ARE SOME COMMON MYTHS ABOUT TRAVEL INSURANCE?

BACKGROUND RESEARCH

IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

(“La Dolce Vita Down Under,” page 

30): Sip Australian wine while read-

ing Vignette: Stories of Life & Wine 

in 100 Bottles, the memoir and wine 

guide by Jane Lopes, former wine 

director of the lauded Melbourne 

restaurant Attica. 

ANYWHERE TO EAT

(“Sense of Plates,” page 49): The 

Emmy-nominated Netflix series 

Chef’s Table introduces an accom-

plished cohort of chefs from around 

the world, including Enrique Olvera 

(Mexico), Mashama Bailey (Savan-

nah), and Massimo Bottura (Italy).

THE ARCTIC

(“Freeze Frames,” page 56): Natural-

ist and National Geographic 

photographer Paul Nicklen’s hom-

age to polar regions, Born to Ice, 

is filled with gorgeous images and 

personal anecdotes. 
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Gallery

FRENCH IMPRESSIONS

Jackie Clark Mancuso is an L.A.-based artist whose paintings are inspired by her travels in France, Italy, and Greece. 

“More than ever, since we haven’t been traveling abroad, these paintings bring me back to the sensation of being there,” 

she says. “I hope they do the same for those who view them.”   @jackieclarkmancuso; jackiemancuso.com.

Oyster Seller

Gouache, watercolor

At watsonkennedy.com

A MATISSE-TINGED MEMORY OF PARISIAN MARKET OUTINGS. 



Rovinj, Croatia

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE  
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Life is short.
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Your time matters and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer 
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.

If you’re not currently working with a travel advisor,  
it’s easy to connect with one at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.



Your trusted travel resource. 

Virtuoso travel advisors customize each trip with extras and perks, 
and act as your advocate every step of the way. 

 Connect with an advisor at virtuoso.com.

THE WORLD’S TOP TRAVEL AGENCIES AND ADVISORS ARE VIRTUOSO®.


